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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true regarding the SQL Repair Advisor? (Choose two.) 

A. The SQL Repair Advisor can be invoked to tune the performance of the regressed SQL statements. 

B. The SQL Repair Advisor can be invoked even when the incident is not active for a SQL statement crash. 

C. The SQL Repair Advisor is invoked by the Health Monitor when it encounters the problematic SQL statement. 

D. The DBA can invoke the SQL Repair Advisor when he or she receives an alert generated when a SQL statement
crashes and an incident is created in the ADR. 

Correct Answer: BD 

You can run SQL Repair Advisor through the EM Support Workbench when an incident raised. Or You run the SQL
Repair Advisor by creating and executing a diagnostic task using the DBMS_SQLDIAG. CREATE_DIAGNOSIS_TASK
and DBMS_SQLDIAG. respectively. The SQL Repair Advisor first reproduces the critical error and then tries to produce
a workaround in the form of SQL patch. 

 

QUESTION 2

How long will this backup be allowed to run? 

Backup as compressed backupset duration 2:00 minimize load database; 

A. 2 minutes 

B. 2 hours 

C. 2 days 

D. The command will generate an error. 

E. This backup is not constrained by any time limitation. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 3

View the Exhibits exhibit1 and exhibit2. 

Both the processes use PROG_1 as the job template that is already available. The time taken by the jobs are recorded
in the TEST_LOG table. While comparing the time taken to create the jobs, the process in exhibit1 takes less time than 

the process in exhibit2. 

What is the reason for this? 
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lightweight-job-1 (exhibit): 

lightweight-job-2 (exhibit): 

A. It updates several tables in the SYSTEM tablespace instead of creating new tables. 
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B. It creates jobs temporarily in memory only. 

C. It creates less metadata for the jobs. 

D. It writes the job metadata to disk in compressed format. 

Correct Answer: C 

The difference between two blocks of code is the "JOB_STYLE". The lightweight job creates less metadata for the jobs. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true regarding the starting of the database instance using the following command? (Choose
two.) 

SQL>STARTUP UPGRADE 

A. It enables all system triggers. 

B. It allows only SYSDBA connections. 

C. It ensures that all job queues remain active during the upgrade process. 

D. It sets system initialization parameters to specific values that are required to enable database upgrade scripts to be
run. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three statements correctly describe the features of the I/O calibration process? (Choose three.) 

A. Only one I/O calibration process can run at a time. 

B. It automates the resource allocation for the Automated Maintenance Tasks. 

C. It improves the performance of the performance-critical sessions while running. 

D. It can be used to estimate the maximum number of I/Os and maximum latency time for the system. 

E. The latency time is computed only when the TIMED_STATISTICS initialization parameter is set to TRUE. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

 

QUESTION 6

Which statements are true regarding the system-defined moving window baseline in Oracle Database 11g? (Choose all
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that apply.) 

A. It does not allow you to change the moving window size. 

B. Adaptive threshold functionalities use it by default to compute statistics. 

C. It is created by default with the window size being equal to the AWR retention time. 

D. It is created when the first snapshot is collected by the Automatic Workload Repository (AWR). 

Correct Answer: BC 

A moving window baseline corresponds to all AWR data that exists within the AWR retention period. This is useful when
using adaptive thresholds because the database can use AWR data in the entire AWR retention period to compute
metric threshold values. Oracle Database automatically maintains a system-defined moving window baseline. The
default window size for the system-defined moving window baseline is the current AWR retention period, which by
default is 8 days. If you are planning to use adaptive thresholds, consider using a larger moving window--such as 30
days--to accurately compute threshold values. You can resize the moving window baseline by changing the number of
days in the moving window to a value that is equal to or less than the number of days in the AWR retention period.
Therefore, to increase the size of a moving window, you must first increase the AWR retention period accordingly. 

 

QUESTION 7

You want the ability to recovery any time within the last seven days and therefore you configured the recovery window
retention policy using the command: RMAN> CONFIGURE RETENTIOH POLICY TO RKCOVFRY WINDOW OF 7
DAYS; After configuring the recovery window, you performed the database backup as follows: 

A. Backup RB1 at log sequence number 12871 on 5th Jan 

B. Backup RB2 at log sequence number 15622 on 12th Jan 

C. Backup RB3 at log sequence 16721 on 15th Jan 

D. On 20th Jan when the log sequence number was 18112 you realize that there Is a need to a point in time at the
beginning of the recovery window. You have all archived redo log files to date. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 8

While working on a data problem, Curt, Bill, Ben, Mike, and Matt introduced a vast amount of corrupted data into the
database. Pablo has discovered this problem and he needs you to recover the database to the point in time prior to the
introduction of the corruption. The logical corruption was introduced at 6:30 m. on September 6, 2008. 

Which of the following would be the correct commands to use to restore the database to a point in time before the
corruption? 
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A. B. C. D. E. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

Which three statements are true about persistent configuration? (Choose three.) 

A. A user cannot set privileges on the persistent lightweight jobs 

B. Persistent lightweight jobs generate a large amount of metadata 

C. It is possible to create fully self-contained persistent lightweight jobs 

D. The use of a template is mandatory to create persistent lightweight jobs 

E. Persistent lightweight jobs are useful when users need to create a large number of jobs in a short time 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 10

View the Exhibit and note the contents of V$DIAG_INFO. 

Which statement is true about the ADR? 

Exhibit: A. The text alert log file will be available in Diag Trace 
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B. A copy alert log file will be kept in Diag Incident for every incident. 

C. The XML version of the alert log file will be available in Diag Trace. 

D. An Automatic Database Diagnostic Management (ADDM) report is generated and stored in the Health Monitor
whenever an incident occurs. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

alert, The XML-formatted alert log cdump, Core files incident, Multiple subdirectories, where each subdirectory is named
for a particular incident, and where each contains dumps pertaining only to that incident trace, Background and server
process trace files, SQL trace files, and the text-formatted alert log (others), Other subdirectories of ADR home, which
store incident packages, health monitor reports, and other information 

 

QUESTION 11
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You are managing an Oracle 11g database with ASM storage, for which the COMPATIBLE initialization parameter is set
to 11.1.0. In the ASM instance, the COMPATIBLE.RDBMS attribute for the disk group is set to 10.2 and the
COMPATIBLE.ASM attribute is set to 11.1. 

Which two statements are true in this scenario for the features enabled for ASM? (Choose two.) 

A. The ASM-preferred mirror read feature is enabled. 

B. The ASM supports variable sizes for extents of 1, 8, and 64 allocation units. 

C. The ASM disk is dropped immediately from a disk group when it becomes unavailable. 

D. The RDBMS always reads the primary copy of a mirrored extent of the ASM disk group. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 12

Identify the scenarios in which the RMAN CROSSCHECR command is useful. (Choose all that apply.) 

A. To check that the obsolete backups are deleted from the repository records and from the disk. 

B. To update the RMAN repository if you delete archived redo logs with operating system commands. 

C. To update outdated information about backups that disappeared from disk or tape or became corrupted and
inaccessible. 

D. To synchronize the actual files on disk or in the media management catalog with the RMAN repository for which the
backup was not taken using RMAN. 

Correct Answer: BC 

Crosscheck are useful because they can do the following: (Link) Update outdated information about backups that
disappeared from disk or tape or became corrupted 

Update the repository if you delete archived redo logs or other files with operating system commands Use the
CROSSCHECK command to synchronize the physical reality of backups and copies with their logical records in the
RMAN 

repository. 

The CROSSCHECK command checks only objects marked AVAILABLE or EXPIRED in the repository by examining the
files on disk for DISK channels or by querying the media manager for sbt channels. 

Meaning of Crosscheck Status: 

EXPIRED 

Object is not found either in file system (for DISK) or in the media manager (for sbt). A backup set is EXPIRED if any
backup piece in the set is EXPIRED. The CROSSCHECK command does not delete the repository records of the files
that it 

does not find, but updates their repository records to EXPIRED. You can run DELETE EXPIRED to remove the
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repository records for expired files and any existing physical files whose status is EXPIRED. 

If backups are EXPIRED, then you can re-execute the crosscheck later and determine whether expired backups are
available. This precaution is especially useful when you use RMAN with a media manager. For example, if some
backup 

pieces or copies were erroneously marked as EXPIRED because the PARMS channel settings were incorrect, then
after ensuring that the files really do exist in the media manager, run the CROSSCHECK BACKUP command again to
restore 

those files to AVAILABLE status. 

AVAILABLE 

Object is available for use by RMAN. For a backup set to be AVAILABLE, all backup pieces in the set must have the
status AVAILABLE. 

 

QUESTION 13

Which dynamic view displays the status of block-change tracking? 

A. V$BLOCK_CHANGE 

B. V$BLOCK_CHANGE_TRACKING 

C. V$BLOCKCHANGE 

D. V$BLOCK_TRACKING 

Correct Answer: B 

V$BLOCK_CHANGE_TRACKING displays the status of block change tracking for the database. 

 

QUESTION 14

Evaluate the following function code: 

Which statement is true regarding the above function? 

A. The cached result becomes invalid when any structural change is done to the EMPLOYEES table. 

B. If the function execution results in an unhandled exception, the exception result is also stored in the cache. 
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C. Each time the function is invoked in a different session, the current result in the result cache gets overwritten. 

D. If the function is invoked with a different parameter value, the existing result in the result cache gets overwritten by
the latest value. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the purpose of the catalog command? 

A. To review RMAN control file and recovery catalog metadata and ensure that its correct 

B. To delete RMAN backup-related metadata from the recovery catalog 

C. To create metadata in the control file and the recovery catalog related to backup set pieces 

D. To create a report that lists database backups 

E. To rebuild the recovery catalog 

Correct Answer: C 

Use the CATALOG command to do the following: 

Add backup pieces and image copies on disk to the RMAN repository Record a data file copy as a level 0 incremental
backup in the RMAN repository, which enables you to use it as part of an incremental backup strategy 
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